See also: Survey of 1925 acres.
This survey of 1183 acres was combined with that of 740 acres recorded £350.
To Amos Cogdell.
Where it is by order of Charles Towne
being made and found and the same is about five hundred
Acres of level undivided land in the County of Prince
William between the tracks of Capt. Cocke and the
black oak thicket and the land surveyed for P.D. Toomey
& Capt. Brougham.

And hereby to make a survey of the same in order to
comply with the said order.

These lands improved on the said 2d of January
To make the two said surveyors in the said
orders. And handed this to the said surveyors in the
same order to receive and make a correct statement
of describing the survey & surveying and of
theurveying with the

Said surveyors at the several places and

surveyed

which you are to do when you shall have time to continue.
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